Attention shaping as a means to improve emotion perception deficits in outpatients with schizophrenia and impaired controls
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ABSTRACT

Deficits in emotion perception are common in people with schizophrenia and current research has focused on improving these deficits. In our previous research, we demonstrated that directing attention to salient facial features via attention shaping can improve these deficits among inpatients. In this study, we examined the efficacy of an enhanced attention shaping program that contains 192 emotional expressions from which 25 are randomly presented for training. We extended our previous work by using repeated administrations of the shaping intervention and testing its effect in outpatients with schizophrenia and impaired controls. Fifteen participants with schizophrenia and fourteen college student controls with emotion perception deficits were randomly assigned to 1, 3 or 5 sessions of attention shaping. Participants completed 2 outcome measures of emotion perception, the FEIT and BLERT, not presented during the training, and underwent eye tracking at pre and post-tests. All conditions and groups improved, but the largest improvements on the BLERT and FEIT were found for persons assigned to the 5 session condition. Performance on the shaping program was positively correlated with the two outcome measures of emotion perception. There was less support for changes in visual scanning of faces as there was a relative reduction in total scanning time from pre-test to post-test. Results are interpreted in terms of the efficacy of attention shaping as a means to improve emotion perception deficits.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Social cognition can be generally defined as the “mental operations underlying social interactions, which include the human ability and capacity to perceive the intentions and dispositions of others” (Brothers, 1990, p.28). Social cognition is a set of cognitive processes that are related and applied to the recognition, understanding, and processing of social information and interactions (Penn et al., 1997).

Social cognition has become an increasingly important area to target for intervention studies for a number of reasons. First, social cognition appears to be an independent construct that is distinct from neurocognition (van Hooren et al., 2008) and psychotic symptoms (Sergi et al., 2007b). Second, there is evidence for a “social cognitive neural circuit,” which includes the amygdala, fusiform gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, and prefrontal cortices (Pinkham et al., 2003). Thirdly, and most importantly, social cognition has a robust association with social and community functioning (Couture et al., 2006). In fact, a large number of studies demonstrate that social cognition is a direct predictor (Bell et al., 2008; Bora et al., 2006; Brune, 2005; Pan et al., in press), mediator (Addington et al., 2006; Sergi et al., 2006; Vauth et al., 2004), or moderator (Nienow et al., 2006) of social and community functioning. In addition, some studies show that social cognition possesses a stronger relationship...
with functional outcomes than does neurocognition (Penn et al., 1996; Pinkham and Penn, 2006; Roncione et al., 2002).

One of the most consistent social cognitive deficits in schizophrenia is the impaired recognition of emotional expressions in others (i.e., emotion perception; Edwards et al., 2002; Kohler et al., 2010; Mandal et al., 1998; Penn et al., 2006). Deficits in emotion perception appear to be stable, and occur across different phases of the disorder (Gaebel and Wölwer, 1992; Penn and Combs, 2000; Penn et al., 2000). They appear to contribute heavily to the social impairments found in schizophrenia (Hooker and Park, 2002; Ihnen et al., 1998; Kee et al., 2003; Mueser et al., 1996). In as much as emotion perception could be enhanced, social and community functioning may likewise improve.

Because antipsychotic medications yield little improvement to social cognition deficits in schizophrenia (Penn et al., 2009; Sergi et al., 2007a), non-medical interventions have recently been developed. These remediation interventions typically address one or more aspects of social cognition (emotion perception, theory of mind, etc.) and have demonstrated promising results (see reviews by Wölwer et al., 2010; Green et al., 2008; Horan et al., 2009). In two previous studies, we examined whether attention shaping methods could be used to improve emotion perception deficits in schizophrenia (Combs et al., 2006, 2008). The attention shaping intervention uses computerized attentional prompts to direct attention to the face and provides corrective feedback following each response (thus possibly shaping more appropriate face viewing strategies via feedback). We developed the attention shaping intervention based on research showing that: 1) poor attention corresponds with emotion perception deficits (Addington and Addington, 1998; Combs and Gouvier, 2004; Kee et al., 1998; Morrison et al., 1988), and 2) persons with schizophrenia show decreased scanning of salient facial areas (e.g., eyes, nose, and mouth) during emotion perception tasks (Gordon et al., 1992; Loughland et al., 2002; Phillips and David, 1997; Russell et al., 2008; Streit et al., 1997; Swartz et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2003). Presumably, if individuals with schizophrenia can be trained to focus attention to the facial features that manifest crucial cues regarding emotional expressions, then emotion perception might improve. Consistent with this assertion, our two previous studies show that attention shaping significantly improves emotion perception among inpatients with schizophrenia more so than interventions that used monetary reinforcement only or repeated practice (Combs et al., 2006, 2008; Penn and Combs, 2000). Despite these performance gains, shaping yielded only a trend for improved social functioning at 1 week follow-up.

The purpose of the current study was to examine an enhanced version of the attention shaping intervention. We felt that the intervention needed to be strengthened for several reasons. First, the original shaping intervention contained only 19 images from the Face Emotion Identification Test (FEIT; Kerr and Neale, 1993). Owing to this small number of stimuli, the FEIT’s utility over repeated sessions as an intervention method is limited. Second, the FEIT includes faces of Caucasians only, thereby decreasing its utility in other ethnic groups (Pinkham et al., 2008). The shaping program now contains 192 images from the Montreal Facial Displays of Emotion series (MSFDE; Beaupré and Hess, 2005) that can be randomly selected for presentation, which allows for repeated training (consistent with cognitive remediation studies). In contrast to the FEIT, the MSFDE images are balanced by both gender (male and female) and ethnicity (African American, Asian, Hispanic, and Caucasian).

The present study extends our previous work in several other ways as well. In our previous studies, the shaping intervention was administered once and we wanted to determine if results improved with repeated administrations. Thus, participants in this study were randomly assigned to 1, 3, or 5 sessions. In addition, we included 2 unfamiliar measures of emotion perception that were not part of the shaping program to determine if the training generalized to other measures of emotion perception. We also wanted to explore the visual scanning parameters that might underlie emotion perception improvement following the shaping program (e.g., more time scanning salient facial features). Finally, we administered the intervention to outpatients with schizophrenia and a second group of college student control participants with emotion perception deficits (impaired controls) to determine if the program showed efficacy across different participant groups, thus strengthening the usefulness of the intervention. We expect the same pattern of findings with both groups.

In this study, we examined the efficacy of the attentional shaping intervention in 15 outpatients with schizophrenia and 14 college student controls with emotion perception deficits (impaired controls). Participants were randomly assigned to 1, 3 or 5 sessions and completed two unfamiliar measures of emotion perception at pre-test and post-test, the Face Emotion Identification Test (FEIT; Kerr and Neale, 1993) and the Bell-Lysaker Emotion Recognition Test (BLERT; Bell et al., 1997). We predicted that both groups would improve from pre-test to post-test, but the participants who completed the 5 session treatment would show the largest gains (Condition × Time interaction). In addition, we predicted that persons would spend more time viewing the eyes, nose, and mouth regions (within the Regions of Interest; ROI areas) following the shaping intervention. At present, there is little data on how the various social cognitive interventions affect visual scanning patterns for emotional expressions (see Russell et al., 2008).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants included 15 outpatients with schizophrenia and 14 impaired college student controls who showed scores less than 1 SD below the normative mean on the FEIT (FEIT<12; c.f. Penn et al., 2000). Table 1 presents demographic and clinical data for the groups. A diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder was made by a trained researcher (DC) using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I/P; First et al., 2001). As expected, impaired controls were younger, $t(27) = 5.3$, $p<.001$, more educated, $t(27) = 3.8$, $p<.001$, and showed higher Social Functioning Scale total score (SFS; Birchwood et al., 1990), $t(27) = 3.0$, $p<.01$ than persons with schizophrenia. There were no differences in the gender ($X^2 = .02$, ns) or ethnic composition ($X^2 = 4.0$, ns) of the groups.

2.2. Measures

Participants completed two measures of emotion perception at pre and post-tests that were not part of the training. These measures included the Face Emotion Identification Test,
The Dark Pupil tracking method was used with an infrared light camera, making a monocular reading of the right eye at a temporal resolution of 30 Hz and a spatial resolution of 0.15°-visual arc. The potential confounds of head rotation and tilt were minimized by using the HMD apparatus. All participants underwent a 16 point calibration procedure prior to face scanning and a slip correction procedure was used between face presentations if a participant lost calibration during the task. Participants were shown 4 different emotional expressions (happy, angry, sad, and fear) and allowed to freely scan each face for 5 s. Following each face, a 2 s fixation dot was displayed, which directed gaze back to center. Regions of interest (ROIs) were constructed over the eyes, nose, and mouth due to their importance in emotional expressions (Loughland et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2008). The ROIs for the eyes were elliptical and centered approximately on the pupil (7° horizontal, terminating at the edge of the canthi, by 5° vertical, terminating at the eye brow ridge as the top of the ellipse). The mouth area ROI, also an ellipse, subtended 7° vertically, including the tip of the nose and the prominence of the chin, and 10° horizontally, terminating near the oral commissures. It was centered vertically half way between the lips and horizontally half way between the oral commissures, using the philtrum as a guide. These ROIs may appear larger by degree definition, but this is only because the face was stretched to fill the entire viewing screen, leaving no negative space.

### 2.3. Attention shaping intervention

The attention shaping intervention is a computerized training program that contains 192 images from the Montreal Set of Facial Displays of Emotions (MSFDE; Beaupré and Hess, 2005). The MSFDE contains 192 images balanced by gender and ethnicity across 6 different emotional expressions (happy, angry, sad, fear disgust, and shame) based on rater derived facial action coding units. From the set of 192 images, the attention shaping program randomly selects 25 expressions to present to the participant and each image appeared for 15 s (i.e., the entire face and head are shown). To direct attention to the face, a large blue cross appeared over the center of the each image (DirectRT software was used to program the time and location of the prompts). The cross appeared for 3 s (appeared at the same time as the face) and then faded from view. The three-second prompt time was selected based on research that problems in emotion perception occur early in the perceptual process (Gordon et al., 1992; Swartz et al., 1999; Turetsky et al., 2007). Participants responded using a response box (instead of a keyboard) and were told to press the labeled button that corresponded to the correct emotion. The words “correct” or “incorrect” appeared on the screen following their response to provide feedback.

### 2.4. Visual scanning methods

Eye movements were recorded with the eMagin Z800 3D Visor HMD unit with integrated ViewPoint Eye Tracker software (Arrington Research). The HMD was linked to a Dell Precision 490 PC with an auxiliary 22 in. monitor for observing the eye and online measures of pupil quality, gaze position, and calibration. The Dark Pupil tracking method was used with an infrared light and camera, making a monocular reading of the right eye at a temporal resolution of 30 Hz and a spatial resolution of 0.15°-visual arc. The potential confounds of head rotation and tilt were minimized by using the HMD apparatus. All participants underwent a 16 point calibration procedure prior to face scanning and a slip correction procedure was used between face presentations if a participant lost calibration during the task. Participants were shown 4 different emotional expressions (happy, angry, sad, and fear) and allowed to freely scan each face for 5 s. Following each face, a 2 s fixation dot was displayed, which directed gaze back to center. Regions of interest (ROIs) were constructed over the eyes, nose, and mouth due to their importance in emotional expressions (Loughland et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2008). The ROIs for the eyes were elliptical and centered approximately on the pupil (7° horizontal, terminating at the edge of the canthi, by 5° vertical, terminating at the eye brow ridge as the top of the ellipse). The mouth area ROI, also an ellipse, subtended 7° vertically, including the tip of the nose and the prominence of the chin, and 10° horizontally, terminating near the oral commissures. It was centered vertically half way between the lips and horizontally half way between the oral commissures, using the philtrum as a guide. These ROIs may appear larger by degree definition, but this is only because the face was stretched to fill the entire viewing screen, leaving no negative space.

### 2.5. Procedures

Participants with schizophrenia were recruited using flyers at local community mental health centers and in the newspaper. College students were recruited using an online research participation system. Participants were screened at the first session and those showing FEIT scores less than 12 were invited to participate in the full study (FEIT was administered only 1 time at screening and this served as the pre-test FEIT). All measures and procedures were administered by blinded graduate students in clinical psychology. Persons were randomly assigned using a random number table to 1, 3 or 5 sessions of attention shaping; eye tracking and the FEIT/BLERT were administered at pre and post-tests. Participants completed a training session on average every 2 days (3 sessions in 6 days; 5 sessions in 10 days) with the exception of 1 session participants who completed all procedures in the same day. Participants received $30 for the initial session and $20 for subsequent sessions. The study was approved by the appropriate institutional review board.

### 3. Results

There were no differences in pre-test FEIT, BLERT, or ROI total time scores for the groups (all ts<2.0, ns), but these conclusions are tempered by the modest sample size. The FEIT, BLERT, and ROI scores were normally distributed. For all analyses, we used a corrected p value of .01 for significance. There were no significant correlations between the FEIT/BLERT and age, educational level, gender, ethnicity, or SFS total score in the total sample (all rs<.20, ns) so these were not included as covariates in the main analyses. For persons with schizophrenia, there was no difference between persons with and without paranoid schizophrenia based on SCID diagnoses on the FEIT or BLERT (all ts<2.0, ns); medication type and dose were unrelated (rs<.20, ns) to emotion perception scores.

### Table 1

Summary of participant characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Schizophrenia</th>
<th>Impaired control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>39.0 (10.9)</td>
<td>23.2 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level (years)</td>
<td>12.6 (1.4)</td>
<td>14.0 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% White</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Male</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Schizophrenia</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPZ Equivalents</td>
<td>759.6 (693.7)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% on Atypicals</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS total score</td>
<td>120.2 (24.5)</td>
<td>146.7 (21.7)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPZ = Chlorpromazine equivalents (see Woods, 2003); SFS = Social Functioning Scale.

*p < .05 (t test).
Within the shaping program itself, regardless of condition and group membership, there was a significant improvement in performance (M = 17.1 vs. M = 19.7, t(27) = 3.8, p < .001; out of 25 possible images selected) suggesting that persons generally improved over time during the training. More importantly, the number of emotions correctly identified in the shaping program (out of 25 possible) at session 3 and session 5 (end point of training) was positively correlated with the emotion perception outcome scores in the total sample (r values .64-.79, p < .01). There was a trend for a negative correlation between shaping performance at session 5 and visual scanning total time within the ROI in the total sample (r = −.60, p < .07), and the correlation at session 3 was in the same direction, but not significant (r = −.13, ns). Thus, persons who completed 5 sessions of training showed a tendency to scan the ROI areas less. It should be emphasized that the images in the shaping program included two emotion perception tasks that were not part of the attention shaping program in a sample of outpatients with schizophrenia and a group of impaired college student controls. Changes over time in BLERT scores were examined using a 2 (Group: schizophrenia vs. impaired controls) x 3 (Condition: 1, 3, or 5 sessions) x 2 (within subjects for Time: pre-test vs. post-test) mixed model ANOVA. There was a significant main effect for Group, F (1, 23) = 26.0, p < .0001, η 2 = .53, as BLERT scores were higher in the impaired control group than persons with schizophrenia (p < .001) and a significant Time effect, F (1, 23) = 28.5, p < .001, η 2 = .55 as all groups improved over time (p < .001). However, there was a significant Condition x Time interaction, F (1, 23) = 5.6, p < .01, η 2 = .32. Probing of the interaction effect showed that persons in the 5 session condition, regardless of group membership, significantly improved from pre-test to post-test on the BLERT (p < .001) as compared to persons in the 1 and 3 session conditions.

Changes over time in FEIT scores were examined using a 2 (Group: schizophrenia vs. impaired controls) x 3 (Condition: 1, 3, or 5 sessions) x 2 (within subjects for Time: pre-test vs. post-test) mixed model ANOVA. There was a non-significant main effect for Group, F (1, 23) = .71, ns, η 2 = .01 as both groups were similar on the FEIT at pre-test and improved to the relatively the same level at the end of treatment. There was however, a significant effect for Time, F (1, 23) = 17.5, p < .001, η 2 = .43, but this was tempered by a significant Condition x Time interaction, F (1, 23) = 3.9, p < .03, η 2 = .25. Similar to the BLERT, persons in the 5 session condition showed significant improvements from pre-test to post-test on the FEIT (p < .005), as compared those in the 1 and 3 session conditions. Overall, all conditions improved, but the largest improvements were in the 5 session condition.

To examine differences in mean total scanning time within the ROI areas (ROI Total Time) we conducted a 2 (Group: schizophrenia vs. impaired controls) x 3 (Condition: 1, 3, or 5 sessions) x 2 (within subjects for Time: pre-test vs. post-test) mixed model ANOVA. There was a significant Group x Condition interaction effect, F (2, 23) = 4.8, p < .05, η 2 = .31. The significant Group x Condition interaction resulted from more variable ROI scan times for persons with schizophrenia in the 5 session condition as compared to the 1 and 3 session conditions (p < .01). Perhaps more interesting is that visual scanning time within the ROI areas (see ROI Diff and % time spent in ROI) decreased from pre to post-test for persons in the 3 and 5 session conditions, but increased in persons in the 1 session condition—a pattern evident in both groups (see Table 2). This implies that scanning within the ROI’s increased in the 1 session group, but actually decreased in the participants who received 3 or 5 sessions.

4. Discussion

In this study, we examined the efficacy of an enhanced attention shaping program in a sample of outpatients with schizophrenia and a group of impaired college student controls. We extended our previous research by randomly assigning participants to 1, 3, or 5 sessions of training. Outcome measures included two emotion perception tasks that were not part of the intervention, which reduced the potential impact of practice effects. We also explored the effect of the shaping program on visual scanning patterns, which may underlie improvements. Overall, we are encouraged by the results and it appears that the shaping intervention is quite robust for the different participant groups. The effect sizes were largest in the 5 session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1 Session</th>
<th>3 Sessions</th>
<th>5 Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLERT</td>
<td>12.6 (2.8)</td>
<td>14.0 (2.5)</td>
<td>12.5 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEIT</td>
<td>10.6 (1.2)</td>
<td>11.3 (1.8)</td>
<td>11.7 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI Time (ms)</td>
<td>62366 (3889)</td>
<td>98414 (6114)</td>
<td>89047 (2192)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI Diff</td>
<td>+3604.6 (9054.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Time in ROI</td>
<td>31.0 (19.3)</td>
<td>48.9 (3.4)</td>
<td>44.3 (10.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Impaired controls | | | | | | |
| N | 4 | | 5 | | 5 | |
| BLERT | 16.8 (2.1) | 17.6 (1.1) | 16.2 (3.2) | 18.6 (1.3) | 16.2 (2.2) | 19.2 (2.2)* |
| FEIT | 11.0 (0.7) | 11.6 (3.3) | 10.4 (1.3) | 13.0 (1.6) | 10.7 (1.2) | 14.5 (0.5)* |
| ROI Time (ms) | 9663.7 (1900) | | 8903.5 (2850) | | 8596.5 (2850) | |
| ROI Diff | +66.5 (2628.6) | | | | | |
| % Time in ROI | 48.1 (9.6) | 48.3 (9.6) | 44.2 (18.1) | 37.9 (14.8) | 42.7 (14.1) | 40.3 (24.5) |

Note. ROI = Region of Interest; ROI Diff = Post Test Time minus Pre-Test Time in region of interest; BLERT = Bell-Lysaker Emotion Recognition Test; FEIT = Face Emotion Identification Test; % Time in ROI = (ROI time within/total time) x 100; * = significant change from pre to post test for group (Condition x Time interaction effect).
condition. The shaping intervention has now shown efficacy in inpatient, outpatient and non-clinical samples, although the conclusions of the present study should be tempered due to modest sample sizes. Also, those who received 5 sessions of the training improved the most, suggesting that gains can be improved with more intensive training. In addition, performance on the shaping program at end point was positively correlated with scores on the outcome measures of emotion perception. Notably, our participants achieved post-treatment scores on the BLERT and FEIT that were on par with nonpsychiatric controls, thereby reflecting the clinical significance of the improvements (see Penn et al., 2000; Penn and Combs, 2000).

In terms of visual scanning patterns, our results showed non-significant changes from pre to post-tests following completion of the attention shaping program. These results are consistent with Russell et al. (2008) who found inconsistent changes in visual scanning parameters following a 1 session remediation with the Ekman Micro-Expression Training Tool (METT). However, persons in the 3 and 5 session conditions, regardless of group membership, showed a relative decrease in total scan time (and % time) within the ROI areas while persons in the 1 session condition showed an increase in ROI scan time (see Russell et al., 2008). However, scan times within the schizophrenia group were highly variable compared to impaired controls. In light of research that persons with schizophrenia tend to show a reduction in scanning facial features, our results might be due to several possibilities. First, it is possible that the shaping program does not directly alter or affect gaze patterns and the improvements on the FEIT and BLERT are due to some other factor such as the preconscious or very early perceptual encoding of the face (between 17 ms and 170 ms; Mogg and Bradley, 1999; Turetsky et al., 2007). It is possible that the effects are simply due to repeated practice, but in our two previous studies, repeated practice did not improve emotion perception (Combs et al., 2006, 2008). It has been argued that emotion perception is more of a gestalt process (whole face) instead of a controlled data driven strategy in which the person scans facial features (Joshua and Rossell, 2009), which may lead to decreased scanning times. Second, it is possible that following training, the persons are more efficient (efficiency consists of accuracy and speed components) at scanning faces as the shaping program taught them a compensatory strategy for extracting the most crucial data. This is partially supported by decreased scan times and % time spent viewing the ROIs in conjunction with improved emotion perception on the BLERT and FEIT at post-test, but we did not collect data on reaction time during eye tracking to see if decisions were made more quickly after training.

Limitations of the study include a modest sample size, which might have reduced our ability to detect significant differences (in addition to our more conservative $p$ value used for significance) or relationships among some of the study variables, the lack of assessment of symptoms or cognitive functioning, and the lack of a follow-up measurement period. We did not include symptoms/cognitive measures given the time demands of the study. In our previous study using inpatients, neither symptoms nor cognition were not related to improvement (Combs et al., 2008), but others have found a link to negative symptoms and visual scanning behaviors (Green et al., 2003; Loughland et al., 2002). Also, it is possible that placing prompts over each salient feature, such as the eyes, nose, and mouth areas instead of the center of the face or integrating eye tracking into the shaping program to see if improvement is gradual or immediate might lead to stronger gains. Finally, we did not report data for individual emotions and instead focused on total scores as data for individual emotions is often less reliable due to few items.

The role of attention shaping in the improvement of emotion perception remains to be seen. The procedures described in this study are now being incorporated into existing treatments, such as Social Cognition and Interaction Training (Combs et al., 2007). The portability and brevity of the intervention may make it an attractive alternative to longer and more costly interventions such as cognitive remediation. Also, the intervention is grounded in research and theory on the role of attention to the face and represents a form of “translational research” between the laboratory and community. We are currently examining the attention shaping intervention in schizotypal and first episode clients. Future studies will compare attention shaping with other social cognitive interventions to provide a direct comparison of efficacy. We also have little data on what are the ideal visual scanning parameters and in this study we used impaired controls. We will continue to look at ways to improve the intervention and hope that these methods can be of value to others who to look to improve social cognition in schizophrenia.
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